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Abstract
Multicast routing is one of the most important services in Multi Radio Multi Channel (MRMC) Wireless Mesh
Networks (WMN). Multicast routing performance in WMNs could be improved by choosing the best routes and the routes
that have minimum interference to reach multicast receivers. In this paper we want to address the multicast routing
problem for a given channel assignment in WMNs. The channels that are assigned to the network graph are given to the
algorithm as an input. To reduce the problem complexity and decrease the problem size, we partition the network to
balanced clusters. Fuzzy logic is used as a tool for clustering in our method. After clustering and electing most suitable
nodes as cluster head, we take a mathematical method to solve the multicast tree construction problem. We conducted
several simulations to verify the performance of our method and the simulation results demonstrated that our proposed
method outperforms CAMF algorithm in terms of throughput and end to end delay.
Keywords: Wireless Mesh Networks, Multicast, Multi Radio Multi Channel, Channel assignment.

1. Introduction
Wireless mesh networks (WMN) is a
communication network which is mainly used to
provide high bandwidth internet access for suburban
areas. WMN includes a large set of wireless routers
which are stationary and connect in multi-hop
manner. In WMNs some routers have higher
capability and act as gateway to connect WMN to
other external networks such as internet. Mesh routers
which are intermediate nodes and relay the traffic
between mesh gateways and mesh clients. Mesh
clients which are recipient of mesh topology. Since
only the gateway nodes can connect to internet with
* Corresponding author. Email: mohsenjahanshahi@gmail.com

wired lines, the mesh clients use multi-hop wireless
communications to access internet through the
gateways [1, 2].
Due to high available bandwidth in WMNs,
multicast routing is an appealing service which has
many attractive applications such as video
conferencing, online games, web cast and distance
learning. Due to the broadcast nature of the air
medium, wireless communications are convenient for
performing multicast routing [3]. Wireless
interference is the main issue for conducting multicast
services in WMNs, which decreases network
achievable throughput. Using multiple radios and
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multiple channels could decrease network interference
to a large extent. In IEEE 802.11b/g, there are eleven
available channels among which three channels are
orthogonal. It is hard to achieve an interference-free
network solely by using limited orthogonal channels
(OCs). Channels that have less than five-channel
separation are referred to as partially overlapped
channels and could be very useful for interference
reduction. Efficient utilization of partially overlapping
channels allows significant enhancement in parallel
transmissions and overall network throughput [4].
IEEE 802.11 standard minimizes the impact of
collision and solves the hidden node problem by using
Request-to-Send and Clear-To-Send (RTS/CTS) as
long as all the nodes are one-hop away from each
other. In this study, we assumed collisions were being
minimized by 802.11 and we pay attention to the
interference. To be more precise, if the source of
interfered communication is within a maximum
distance of a detectable signal (one hop away) or the
distance threshold is, then its interference will be
minimized most likely by RTS/CTS. However, if the
distance is more than this limit/threshold, the
electromagnetic wave reaches the destination as a
noise (or in this case as interference) and will interfere
with the actual communication. It actually affects the
Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) and the
transmission successful rate [5].
In general, there are three categories for
constructing channel-allocated multicast trees aiming
at minimizing network interference for multi-radio
multi-channel wireless mesh networks: (a) multicast
tree is constructed at prior and then assign channels to
the tree links. (b) Channel assignment method is
determined first for a given network in which a
multicast tree is built for a given multicast group. (c)
Multicast routing and channel assignment problems
takes into consideration jointly. Our approach falls
into second category in which we have a channel
assigned network topology and we want to find routes
to the destinations in way that network interference is
minimized and as a consequence the network capacity
is maximized.

Designing optimized trees for multicast routing is
an essential problem for which a method should be
designed. A tree which minimizes the interference has
a great impact on delivering data to multicast
destinations. Compared to existing channel
assignment approaches our contributions for multicast
tree construction can be listed as follows:
• Designing a clustering method for wireless mesh
networks.
• Designing a mathematical model which solves
multicast routing problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 surveys the previous related works. The details of the
proposed methods are described in Section 3. Section 4
evaluates the performance of our proposed algorithm.
Section 5 illustrates the experimental results. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work
Zeng et al. in [6] proposed a method named Level
Channel Assignment (LCA) for constructing multicast
tree and channel assignment in wireless mesh
networks. In this approach the problem of multicast
tree construction and channel assignment are
considered as two disjoint sub-problems and solved
sequentially. In this algorithm level of each node
should be specified at first. Birth First Search
algorithm is used for this purpose. Then using bottomup approach nodes will be joined to multicast tree.
When the tree construction phase is completed the
channels are assigned to the links using a method
named Ascending Channel Assignment. This
algorithm has several drawbacks such as: (a)
Interference could not be eliminated among same
level nodes; (b) The algorithm could not take partially
overlapping channels into consideration; (c) In some
situation nodes are selected randomly.
Zeng et al. in [6] proposed another method called
multi-channel multicast (MCM) to construct a
multicast tree and assign channels to the multicast
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tree. This algorithm has better performance compared
with LCA. This algorithm takes partially overlapping
channels into consideration which results in
interference reduction. Similar to LCA the nodes are
partitioned into levels and the edge between same
level nodes will be removed in tree construction
phase. Then using a bottom-up manner nodes that
have maximum childes will be selected as relay nodes
and added to the tree. Authors proposed two
approaches for assigning channels to the tree links.
This two methods are ascending channel assignment
and heuristic channel assignment. Ascending channel
assignment, takes a top-down approach to assign
channels to radio interfaces. In the second method, the
channel that minimizes the sum square of the
interference factor between a node and its neighboring
relay nodes is assigned to the radio interface. This
algorithm has some drawbacks such as: (a) suffers
from hidden channel problem; (b) Randomly selection
of channels may not reach best result.
As stated MCM suffers from hidden channel
problem, authors in [7] proposed a new algorithm
named Minimum interference Multi-channel Multiradio Multicast (M4) that takes one-hop and two-hop
neighbors information into consideration to assign
more suitable channels to radio interfaces and
eliminating hidden channel problem.
Cheng et al. in [8-10] use Genetic Algorithm,
Simulated Annealing and Tabu Search to solve joint
multicast routing and channel assignment problem for
MRMC WMN. The objective function of this
algorithm are similar and all of them try to minimize
network interference. Binary interference model is
used to estimate interference. These algorithms use
iterative methods to alter the path from source to a
multicast receiver and channels assigned to the links
on the path, afterwards the corresponding fitness
function is calculated. These algorithms may have
some drawbacks as follows: (a) The hidden channel
problem still exists in the network; (b) Interference
among same level nodes could not be eliminated; (c)
Cannot achieve optimal solution.
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Proposed work in [11] by Jahanshahi et al. tries to
gain optimal solution of the problem using a
mathematical model. They consider the problem of
the multicast routing and channel assignment as two
disjoint problems and take a layered approach to solve
them. Authors try to achieve the optimal solution of
each sub-problems using binary integer programming.
The objective function for tree construction and
channel assignment are minimizing total links and
total interference, respectively. To name some
drawback of the Layered binary integer programming
(BIP) we can say that: (a) Layered BIP cannot achieve
optimal solution for the problem; (b) It does not
exploit wireless broadcast advantage; (c) Layered BIP
treats multicast communication in the same way as
unicast communication; (d) This algorithm takes a
long time to solve the problem for large scale
networks.
The same authors [3] applied the same approach to
jointly solve multicast routing and channel
assignment in multi-radio multi-channel WMNs. in
the second approach of BIP they take a cross-layer
strategy in which the interaction between the subproblems is taken into account. Therefore it conquers
the limitations of current sequential multicast routing
and channel assignment schemes. The objective is to
minimize total number of links together with overall
interference. (a) Cross-layer BIP does not exploit
wireless
broadcast
advantage
(WBA);
(b)
Furthermore, BIP is complex and the process to solve
BIP is time-consuming, especially in large-scale
networks.
Jahanshahi et al. in [12] suggested a Learning
Automata based Multicast Routing protocol to solve
the problem of joint multicast routing and channel
assignment for multi-radio multi-channel WMNs. The
operation of LAMR for each radios interface is
composed of two steps: in the first step, a multicast
tree with minimum end-to-end delay is constructed,
which is carried out through sending out routing
request and reply messages, channels are selected
based on action probability vector. In the second step,
the source node sends out routing request messages
again along the paths constructed in the first step.
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Then, channels are changed and the overall tree
contention of the newly constructed tree is computed.
If its value is smaller, the newly constructed multicast
tree is formed. A stable multicast tree is derived after
a few runs.
Authors in [13] considered multiple factors such as
path forwarding weight, distance, contention window
size, and receiver mobility to design an algorithm for
multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh networks.
This algorithm is distributed and they called it
Channel Assignment with Multiple Factor (CAMF).
Authors assume that multicast tree is specified at prior
and just take the channel assignment into
consideration. This algorithm uses a parameter named
forwarding weight to prioritize nodes in channel
assignment phase. After channel assignment, the
introduced interference among tree nodes could be
further decreased by adjusting contention window
size. Also this algorithm could support node mobility.
CAMF performs channel assignment with determined
multicast tree, so its performance depends on the
given multicast tree structure. Therefore, only
suboptimal solution can be achieved.

3. Proposed Approach
In this section, we will present our method for
cluster based interference-aware multicast routing in
wireless mesh networks. At First, we use fuzzy
inference system to clustering the network and
decreasing network size. Then using a mathematical
model and keeping in mind that assigned channels to
the network graph are known at prior, we solve the
multicast routing problem. What follows is a
description of the proposed approach in detail.
3.1. Clustering Using Fuzzy Inference System (FIS)
In this paper, we use three fuzzy inference system
variables to cluster head election in wireless mesh
networks: available bandwidth, number of one-hop
neighbors, and distance to the gateway. It is assumed
that gateway or multicast source has a complete
knowledge about the network topology. Also we
assume that nodes are fixed and their position will not
change. In the proposed method, network nodes are

partitioned into balanced clusters then using fuzzy
inference system a cluster head will be chosen for two
adjacent clusters and clusters are overlap.
3.2. Expert Knowledge Representation
Expert knowledge is represented based on the
following three descriptors:
• Available Bandwidth: the maximum achievable
bandwidth for a node.
• Number of one-hop neighbors: set of nodes that
have a direct link to.
• Distance to Gateway: Euclidian distance to the
network gateway or multicast source.
Table. 1. Fuzzy Rule Base
NO

Bandwidth

Neighbors

Distance-to-GW

CH-Chance

1

Low

Low

Close

Low

2

Low

Low

Medium

Very-Small

3

Low

Low

Far

Very-Small

4

Low

Medium

Close

Medium

5

Low

Medium

Medium

Small

6

Low

Medium

Far

Very-Small

7

Low

High

Close

Medium

8

Low

High

Medium

Medium

9

Low

High

Far

Small

10

Medium

Low

Close

Medium

11

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

12

Medium

Low

Far

Small

13

Medium

Medium

Close

Large

14

Medium

Medium

Medium

Large

15

Medium

Medium

Far

Small

16

Medium

High

Close

Large

17

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

18

Medium

High

Far

Medium

19

High

Low

Close

Large

20

High

Low

Medium

Medium

21

High

Low

Far

Small

22

High

Medium

Close

Very-Large

23

High

Medium

Medium

Large

24

High

Medium

Far

Medium

25

High

High

Close

Very-Large

26

High

High

Medium

Medium

27

High

High

Far

Small
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The linguisttic variables used to reepresent the
avaailable bandw
width and the
t
number of one-hop
neiighbors is div
vided into th
hree levels: loow, medium,
and
d high, resppectively. Thhere are threee levels to
reppresent the distance
d
to gateway varriable: close,
meedium and far, respectiively. The outcome to
reppresent the node cluster head
h
election chance was
divvided into 5 levels: veryy-small, smaall, medium,
larrge, and very
y-large. We used
u
triangle membership
fun
nctions to reppresent the fuzzzy sets. The membership
fun
nctions develooped and theiir correspondiing linguistic
d Figures 1
staates are reprresented in Table 1 and
thrrough 4. All the
t nodes are compared onn the basis off
chaances and thhe node with the maximu
um chance is
theen elected as the
t cluster-heead.

Fig. 1. Avvailable bandwidthh membership funnction
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3.3. Nota
ations and M
Model Assumpttions
In thiis method wee assume thatt all mesh rouuters are
distribu
uted randomlyy on a specificc area. Each router
r
is
equippeed with multiiple radio intterfaces all of which
use Om
mni-directionaal antennas, and have identical
i
transmisssion and inteerference ran
nge. The methhod uses
IEEE 8002.11b standaard with eleveen available channels
c
among which
w
three cchannels are orthogonal.
o
3.4. Prooblem Formullation
In th
his subsectionn, the predefinned sets, paraameters,
variablees and constraaints needed for
f our matheematical
formulaation will bbe presented.. The requiired set
definitioon and param
meters are listeed in table 2.
Table. 2. Sets and param
meters
G = (V
V, E)

Netwoork graph

R

Transm
mission range

N = N ,N ,…,N

Nodes in the network

MS = MS

Multiccast source

MS ∈ N

Radio = R1, R2, R3

Set of radio interfaces for
fo each
node

MR = MR , MR , … , MR
R

Multiccast receivers set

MR ∈ N
C = C ,C ,…,C

Set of clusters in the netw
work

CH = CH , CH , … , CH
H

Set of cluster heads

CH ∈ N, j

k

R(Src)
Fig. 2. Numbber of one-hop neig
ghbor membership
p function

Radio interface of node Src

Ph − Dist
D (

,

,

Euclid
dian distance betw
ween to
nodes.

)

Src, Dees ∈ N

Fig. 3. Distance to the gatew
way membership fuunction

Ch(L(C
C , Src, SR, Des, DR
R))

The chhannel that has beeen used
by linkk L(Src, SR, Des, DR)
D

C(N ) N ∈ N

Cluster of node N

CH(C ) C ∈ C

Cluster head of C

MR(C ) C ∈ C

Multiccast receivers of C

EB(Ci , Src, Des)

Effectiive bandwidth between
b
two no
odes.
Table. 33. Interference faactor [6]

Fig. 4. Clusteer head election ch
hance membershipp function

CS
Rates

I

I

I

I

I

2M

2R

R
1.125R

0.75R

0.375R

0.125R

0

5.5M

2R

R

0.625R

0.375R

0.125R

0

11M

2R

R

0.5R

0.375R

0.125R

0

I
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What follows describes the
constraints of the problem in detail.

variables

and

variable to compute the distance between two links.
Link distance equals to minimum distance between
the nodes of two links.

3.4.1.Variables

First of all we need a variable to determine whether
there is a link between two nodes or not. For this
purpose we define L (C , Src, SR, Des, DR) variable.
The value of L (C , Src, SR, Des, DR) is equal to 1 if
there is a link between Src and Des, otherwise it is
equal to zero. We define two non-zero variables to
count the number of incoming and outgoing links
from a node.
In − L(

)

,

=

L(

, ,

,

,

,

)

=

L(

,

,

, ,

(1)

)

(2)

C ∈ C ; Src, T ∈ N ; SR, TR ∈ Radios

Experimental results in [14] shows that when a link
does not have any competing links and can send data
at all times, its maximum throughput is smaller than
its maximum bit rate. For example, a link with
11Mbps transmission rate achieves at most about 7
Mbps of throughput. Maximum achievable capacity
of a link could be computed using equation (3).
C =

C

,

,

min Ph − Dis(

,

)

) , Ph

,

=
− Dis(

,

) , Ph

− Dis(

,

) , Ph

− Dis(

,

, )∈

1

(3)

b

in the above equation is the maximum

(i, j) and compete with the link (i, j) to acquire a channel.
b is the effective bandwidth of the link (u, v) when
there is no interfering links and transmits alone.
Considering
the
above
definitions,
LC (C , Src, SR, Des, DR) is the another variable which
computes the link capacity.
(C , Src, SR, Des, DR)

Ph − Dis(

,

)

is a parameter which computes the

physical distance between two nodes. In this equation
we want to compute the minimum distance between
the nodes of two links.

Is another variable based on channel separation of
two links, computes the interference factor from table
3. The R parameter in the table is stand for
transmission range which is 250 meter in our model.
Finally, we need a variable to compute maximum
achievable capacity for each cluster. We use a
variable called ClusterCapacity(C ) which computes
capacity for all links of a given cluster.
ClusterCapacity(C ) =

L (C , Src, SR, Des, DR)

(6)
C

× isGreater(IF(Ch( L (C , Src, SR, Des, DR)), Ch( L (C , T1, TR1, T2, TR2))
, Link_Dist (Src,Des,T1,T2) )]
/ EB(Ci ,T1,T2)
1

EB(Ci,Src,Des)

C ∈ C ; Src, Des, T1, T2 ∈ N ; SR, DR, TR1, TR2 ∈ Radio

3.4.2. Constraints
Here we define constraints that our proposed model
should satisfy. First we define objective function of
the problem that is maximizing network capacity.
Objective Function = Maximize(ClusterCapacity (Ci ))

,

)

≤1

∀Src ∈ N\(MS, MR, CH) ; ∀C ∈ C

(4)

(7)

Based on the tree definition, number of incoming
links to an ordinary node should be equal or smaller than
one. The following equation implies that number of
input links to an ordinary node should be zero or one.
In − L(

1
∑T2 ∑TR2 ∑T1 ∑TR1 [PIN(Src,Des,T1,T2) × L (C , Src, SR, Des, DR)

+

(5)

)

Src, Des, T1, T2 ∈ N

1
∑(

achievable throughput of the link between (u, v). Also
CS includes all links that are in interference range of

=

Link − Dist (

IF(Ch( LC (Ci , Src, SR, Des, DR)), Ch( LC (Ci , T1, TR1, T2, TR2))

)

C ∈ C ; Src, T ∈ N ; SR, TR ∈ Radios
Out − L(

In the above equation, Link-Dist (Src, Des, T1, T2) is a

(8)

As shown in the following equation, number of
outgoing links from multicast source and cluster
heads should be equal or greater than one. This
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constraint implies that multicast source should have
output links and a cluster head should have output
link when it has an incoming link.
OL(

,

)

≥1

(9)

∀Src ∈ (MS ∪ CH) ; ∀C ∈ C

Following equation illustrates that in each cluster,
number of outgoing links from multicast source or
cluster head should be at most equal to number of
multicast receivers and cluster heads of that cluster.
To prevent from extra routes within a cluster, number
of outgoing links from multicast source or cluster
head should not exceeds number of receivers.
OL(

,

)

≤ |CH(C )| + |MR(C )|

(10)

∀Src ∈ (MS ∪ CH) ; ∀C ∈ C

It is clear that if a node has an incoming link,
number of its outgoing links are smaller than number
of radio interfaces.
OL(

,

)

≤ |R(Src)|

(11)

∀Src ∈ N\MS ; ∀C ∈ C

Based on the tree definition, the root node has no
incoming link. As a result, number of incoming links
to multicast source is zero. Also the other equation
implies that number of incoming links to a multicast
receiver and cluster head should be equal to one.
Using the stated constraints it could be proven that all
multicast receivers are covered.
IL(

,

)

,

)

(15)

∀ C ∈ C ; ∀ Src, Des ∈ N ; ∀ SR, DR

Finally, to have a link between two nodes, they
should belong to the same cluster.
L (C , T1, TR1, T2, TR2) × C(Src) = L (C , T1, TR1, T2, TR2) × C(Des)
∀ C ∈ C ; ∀ Src, Des ∈ N ; ∀ SR, DR

(16)

As you saw, all variables and constraints for
multicast routing in MRMC WMN are presented. The
main problem of the proposed method is the time
complexity.

4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, aiming at evaluating performance of
the proposed work, the simulation results will be
presented. We use GAMS optimization software to
solve our mathematical model and then we use
OPNET Modeller [15] to simulate our network. We
have conducted several simulations for proving
effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. We use the
following metrics to measure the performance of our
proposed work.
4.1. Average end-to-end Delay
End-to-end delay is defined as the average time
elapsed between sending the packets by the multicast
source and receiving at all the multicast receivers.

=0

(12)

∀Src ∈ MS ; ∀C ∈ C
IL(

L (C , T1, TR1, T2, TR2) × Ph_Dist ( , )
≤ L (C , T1, TR1, T2, TR2) × R
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=1

(13)

∀Src ∈ (MR ∪ CH) ; ∀C ∈ C

In MRMC WMNs, each radio interface should be
used at most once whether for transmitting or
receiving.
L (C , Src, SR, Des, DR) +

L (C , Des, DR, Src, Src) ≤ 1

(14)
∀ C ∈ C ; ∀ Src, Des ∈ N ; ∀ SR, DR

To have a link between two nodes they should be
within transmission range of each other.

4.2. Average Throughput
Throughput is defined as the number of packets
received by the receiver over the required time to
deliver this number of packets averaged on all
multicast receivers.
4.3. Average Packet Delivery Ratio
The packet delivery ratio (PDR) of a receiver is the
number of data packets actually delivered to the
receiver versus the number of data packets supposed
to be received. The average PDR of a multicast group
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is the average of the PDRs of all the receivers in the
group.

0.7
Avg. End to End Delay (ms)

Our simulations are based on IEEE 802.11b
CSMA/CA medium access control because this is a
widely accepted radio technique for WMNs. each
mesh router has two radios. There are 11 available
channels and transmission power is 20dB and it is
fixed for all nodes. Transmission and interference
range are 250 and 500 meters, respectively.

Network Size: 10 Nodes

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
2

3

Network Size: 20 Nodes

the CAMF algorithm, because it tries to choose the
links with minimum interference. So if the

Avg. End to End Delay (ms)

approach in terms of end-to-end delay for a
proposed method has a better performance against

CAMF

Fig. 5. Average end to end delay for a network with 10 nodes and different
number of multicast receivers

At first, we want to evaluate our proposed
network with varying nodes. It is expected that our

5

Number of Multicast Receivers
Proposed

5. Experimental Results

4

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

interference is minimized then end-to-end delay

2

will be minimized as so. Also our method

4

6

8

Number of Multicast Receivers

computes the interference caused by partially

Proposed

CAMF

overlapping channels. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the
obtained results for end-to-end delay.
Now we want to compare our proposed

Fig. 6. Average end to end delay for a network with 20 nodes and different
number of multicast receivers

algorithm to others in term of throughput. In this

Network Size: 30 Nodes

performance of our proposed algorithm in terms of
throughput. The number of nodes varies from 10
to 30 nodes. Figures 8, 9, and 10 shows that our
proposed method can reduce network interference
and increase throughput due to choosing least
interfered nodes in the mesh topology.

Avg. End to End Delay (ms)

series of experiments, we want to evaluate the
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
2

4

8

12

Number of Multicast Receivers
Proposed

CAMF

Fig. 7. Average end to end delay for a network with 30 nodes and different
number of multicast receivers
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Network Size: 10 Node

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
2

3

4

5

Packet Delivery Ratio

Avg. Throughput (KBps)

Network Size: 10 Nodes

29

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
2

3

4

5

Number of Multicast Receivers
Number of Multicast Receivers
Proposed

CAMF

proposed

Fig. 8. Average throughput for a network with 10 nodes and different number
of multicast receivers

Fig. 11. Packet delivery ratio for a network with 10 nodes and different
number of multicast receivers

Network Size: 20 Nodes

500

100%

400
300
200
100
0
2

4

6

8

Packet Delivery Ratio

Avg. Throughput (KBps)

Network Size: 20 Nodes

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
2

4

6

8

Number of Multicast Receivers

Number of Multicast Receivers

Proposed

proposed

CAMF

Fig. 9. Average throughput for a network with 20 nodes and different number
of multicast receivers

CAMF

Fig. 12. Packet delivery ratio for a network with 20 nodes and different
number of multicast receivers

Network Size: 30 Nodes

Network Size: 30 Nodes

400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

100%
Packet Delivery Ratio

Avg. Throughput (KBps)

CAMF

2

4

8

12

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
2

4

8

12

Number of Multicast Receivers

Number of Multicast Receivers
Proposed

CAMF

Fig. 10. Average throughput for a network with 30 nodes and different
number of multicast receivers

At the end, we want to evaluate our proposed
method against CAMF algorithm in term of packet
delivery ratio. Like other experiment, the number of
multicast nodes varies from 10 to 30 nodes. Figures

proposed

CAMF

Fig. 13. Packet delivery ratio for a network with 30 nodes and different
number of multicast receivers

11, 12, and 13 present the results of evaluating our
proposed method against CAMF algorithm. The
results show the superiority of our proposed
algorithm.
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6. Conclusion
Interference-aware multicast routing is a problem
in which based on already determined channels, a
multicast tree should be create that interference
among links of the tree is minimized. In this paper,
we addressed the problem of cluster based
interference-aware multicast routing in MRMC
WMNs. Also the impact of using partially
overlapping channels to choose the routes with
smaller interference is taken into consideration.
Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm
could achieve better performance compared with
CAMF algorithm in terms of average end to end delay
and average throughput.
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